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CAT AND MOUSE 
The Devil is playing a deadly game of cat and mouse with humanity. Our effort will 
determine the eternal fate of men and women. Ephesians 6:10-13 
Satan hates humanity because we are created in the image of God; he is waging a 
deadly war that doesn’t just kill Christians but has also sent billions of unbelievers to 
hell. Jesus came to the earth to destroy the works of the Devil. Colossians 2:6-15;  
1 John 3:8 

DOWN BUT NOT OUT 
Life isn’t a game and yet this is how most people treat their existence. Unlike with 
computer software where you can undo a particular action, real life doesn’t afford such 
luxuries; we have to live with our mistakes. 
Satan has been defeated but that doesn’t mean he is down and out. He is still very 
much in the game and running loose on the earth. 1 Peter 5:8-9 

FEAR VS FAITH 
The Devil and his minions have managed to intimidate the majority of Christians through 
fear, stress and anxiety.  
 Fight or flight is a physical reaction that occurs in response to a perceived threat 

or attack. 
 Fear is a natural impetus for our God-given fight or flight ability, but the fear 

which the Devil brings only leads to destruction. 2 Timothy 1:7; 1 John 4:18 
 Don’t be anxious; God will provide a supernatural peace which passes all 

understanding. Philippians 4:6-7; Joshua 1:1-9 

LIMITATIONS 
Moving from theory to reality is challenging and God will reward your faith. Hebrews 
11:1-6 
The only limits God has are the ones we place upon Him. What limits do you place upon 
yourself? What are you afraid of? Hebrews 11:32-38 
We are the heirs of salvation through faith that is provided by Jesus. verses 39-40 
If you are what you eat, then you also are what you focus on. As a man thinks, so he 
becomes. 2 Corinthians 9:6-8; Philippians 4:8-9 
God has promised to take of you in the good times and the bad times. verses 10-13 
 

Walking with God is not a sprint; run the race with endurance. 
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